Introduced in 1960, shift-share analysis has been widely applied in regional science with frequent dispute over its efficacy and accuracy. During the 1970s and 1980s, inherent shortcomings of the traditional formulation were criticised by a number of workers while others attempted to circumvent the problems by extending the model. In one notable sequence, to address links between regional economies and their global counterpart, Markusen et al. (1991) applied the traditional model to incorporate trade via a disaggregation of the national growth and industry mix components. A development of the technique by Noponen et al. (1997) into an import/export disaggregated dynamic shift share model was found deficient in a number of aspects (Dinc and Haynes 1998). Noponen et al. (1998) re-evaluated and corrected their 1997 work. They contrasted their approach with that of Dinc and Haynes, who concluded the debate positively with a rejoinder.
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Such theoretical advances notwithstanding, it is no surprise that the mechanics of shift and share analysis are problematic. As the technique gained recognition, Stilwell (1969) provided an apparently definitive traditional account complete with a working tableau and relevant equations. Soon afterwards, Chalmers (1971) pointed to shortcomings in Stilwell's proportionality modification shift and argued a different angle on industrial composition. Later, Edwards et al. (1978) claimed to correct the 1969 error by reworking Stilwell's nomenclature, re-specifying equations and offering graphical explanations.
Like the more recent debate, the 1969-1978 exchanges provide a copy-book illustration of scientific method. In this case, though, the method still has a way to go. An appraisal of Edwards et al. reveals remaining flaws, correction of which is the aim of this research note.
In the ongoing quest for accuracy, it transpires that a number of their formulae contain errors. First, the reversed proportionality shift (p. 98, Col. 1) should be rewritten as below:
Second, using algebraic elements drawn from Stilwell and re-assigned in their nomenclature table, Edwards et al. (1978, 98, 100) write the original residual differential shift (REDS) via the identity:
That is, the residual differential shift is equal to differential shift less the industry mix modification shift. Edwards ' formula for the IMMS (p. 100, Col. 1) and the differential shift component in the expression for REDS (p. 100, Col. 2) have been wrongly entered. Note, however, that the worked numerical example yields correct results both for IMMS and REDS.
Translating notation from Stilwell and using corrected DiffShift and IMMS formulae, then the expression for REDS should read:
Drawing on related concepts of the regional share and shift components, that is, the industry mix (proportionality) shift and the modified industry mix shift (MIMS), we confirm the identity for each region in that change in a given industry employment (∆e) is: 
